Speaking in Tongues
A Roundtable on the Politics of Translation

Can translation help us cross the borders between literature and politics? Can literature be a form of activism?

Join three internationally lauded translators and writers as they discuss how they move between English, French, and Hebrew.

An audience Q&A follows the moderated discussion.

Jan. 22, 2019
Tuesday, 6:00-7:30 p.m.
Sturm Hall 286
2000 E. Asbury Ave., #157
Denver, CO 80210

Jessica Cohen
Mann Booker International Prize-winning translator, Hebrew > English

Moshe Sakal
multiple-prize winning novelist of the Arab Jewish experience

Dr. Dory Manor
multiple prize-winning poet, translator of French>Hebrew & co-editor of the first Hebrew anthology of LGBT poetry

Presented by DU’s Center for Judaic Studies and Department of Languages & Literatures, with support from the Marsico Visiting Scholars Program
Light refreshments will be served • visit www.du.edu/cahss/cjs for more events & information